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Inspirational story for all ages, Religion in the world: a natural story invites us to meet Jesus,
Krishna, Buddha and Kosi (a Native Canadian Spiritual Leader), when they were growing up and
teaching the World how to Live in Harmony with the whole Universe.All readers will feel the
greatness and vastness of deeds, quality of consciousness and the thought for global and local
goodness in this simple but very beautiful storybook that is written with heart. Timeless,
legendary, truthful it will never fade but will burn brighter in our hearts, to Forever. This storybook
leads its readers in an informative, thoughtful and colorful journey; and opens spaces of our
understanding about the place of religion in history as a story of its leaders. We learn about
Buddha and His Great childhood, Krishna and His Great Childhood, Ojibway's cultural healer and a
hero, Kosi, and his friends, a snow lion and an eagle. We also learn about Jesus's childhood and
His learning years at the household and as The Great Leader.With love at heart, we feel how
knowledge is a story-telling experience, in which Nature is The Living Ethics, enveloping the world
with the Great Spirituality of the whole Cosmos. This book is appropriate for early years, youth,
young adults and the general public.The book is a non-fiction narrative that follows places and
poetics of the heart; it will help all to learn and understand world's religions as well as succeed in
life.
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